Architecture and Civil Engineering
- AIV Bauing Alumni
- Architecture Alumni
- Geomatics Alumni
- REIS Alumni

Engineering Sciences
- AMIV Mechanical & Electrical Engineering, Information Technology Alumni
- Biotech Alumni
- IAETH Computer Science Alumni
- Master Energy Science and Technology (MEST) Alumni
- Materials Alumni
- Process Alumni
- Quantum Engineering Alumni

Natural Sciences and Mathematics
- Bio Alumni
- Computational Science and Engineering (CSE) Alumni
- Math • Phys Alumni
- VECS Chemistry Alumni
- VEPS Pharmacy Alumni

System-oriented Natural Sciences
- Agri-Food Alumni
- Earth Sciences Alumni
- Health Sciences and Technology (HST) Alumni
- Human Medicine Alumni
- Environment Alumni

Management and Social Sciences
- Center for Security Studies CSS Alumni
- ETH Alumni Engineering & Management EAEM
- MAS MTEC Alumni
- Science, Technology and Policy (STP) Alumni

Switzerland
- Chapter Baden Alumni
- Chapter Basel Alumni
- Chapter Bern Alumni
- Chapter Geneve Alumni
- Chapter Ticino Alumni
- Chapter Zug Alumni
- Chapter Zurich Alumni
- Chapter Lake Zurich Alumni

Europe
- Chapter France Alumni
- Chapter Greece Alumni
- Chapter Luxembourg Alumni
- Chapter Munich Alumni
- Chapter Netherlands Alumni
- Chapter Norge Alumni
- Chapter United Kingdom Alumni
- Chapter Vienna Alumni

Americas
- Chapter Bay Area Alumni
- Chapter New England Alumni
- Chapter New York Alumni
- Chapter Pacific Northwest Alumni
- Chapter São Paulo Alumni

Asia and Australia
- Chapter Beijing Alumni
- Chapter Hong Kong and Macau Alumni
- Chapter Shanghai Alumni
- Chapter Shenzhen Alumni
- Chapter Singapore Alumni
- Chapter Tokyo Alumni
- Chapter Sydney Alumni

Direct member
- without an inscription
- in an affiliate organisation

Sport, Culture, Hobbies, etc.
- ETH Big Band Alumni
- Challenge Alumni
- ETH Cyber Group Alumni
- Entrepreneur Alumni
- Hungarian Engineers Alumni
- ETH seniors Alumni
- ETH Model United Nations Alumni
- Golf Group Alumni
- Alumni Sinfonieorchester Zurich
- VESUV Alumni
- Wine Club Alumni